
                                                                                                                    

 

 

What is the Square One Rescue Foster Program? 

The San Francisco SPCA Square One Rescue Foster Program cares for dogs and cats who may not 
prosper in a shelter environment. As a Square One Rescue Foster Volunteer, you are joining a special 
team of dedicated animal lovers. Your open heart and home save lives by providing a safe haven for 
animals until they're ready for adoption. 

How much of my time is required? 

Fostering requires a flexible schedule and a personal commitment. In a typical day you can expect to 
spend at least two hours feeding, exercising, training (including house and litterbox training), and giving 
attention to your foster animal. Although fostering is a lot of work, saving an animal's life is an incredibly 
rewarding experience. Under your roof and with your nurturing your foster animal will blossom, learn to 
flourish in the world outside the shelter, and become ready for adoption.  

How long will my foster animal stay in my home? 

Ideally, foster animals will spend no more than four weeks in their foster home before being adopted. In the 
case of a very difficult placement, additional adoption promotion and assistance will be provided by the SF 
SPCA Square One Program. In addition, we encourage you to take advantage of all the special on-going 
training and events for our Square One Program volunteer team.  

How much will it cost to foster animals with the Square One program? 

Nothing! We provide all the food, equipment, and medical care for your foster animal. 

Can I foster an animal if I have pets of my own? 

Yes! Having your own pets can be beneficial for your foster animal, and your pets will always be taken into 
consideration when a foster animal is matched to your home.  

Your foster animals will initially be kept separate from your family pets and will be slowly introduced with 
brief supervised playtimes. And no matter how well your foster animal gets along with your family pets, we 
require you keep them separated when you leave the house. For foster dog placements, your family dogs 
will initially meet the foster in a neutral play room at the SF SPCA to ensure that they are a good match. 
We will give you plenty of training in your orientation on how to manage a multi-animal household. 

What if my foster animal needs medical treatment?  

The cost of any and all of your foster animal’s medical needs are covered by the SF SPCA, including non-
emergencies such as routine care, medication refills, vaccines, and flea treatment. All routine and non-
emergency appointments are scheduled though the SF SPCA Spay/Neuter Clinic, where you will also 
check in for your appointment.  

Nighttime emergencies will be treated at VCA San Francisco Veterinary Specialists. You will need reliable 
transportation to ensure that your animal can see a veterinarian as needed, and a flexible schedule that will 
allow you to transport your foster animal if there is a medical appointment or emergency at any time during 
the day or night. 
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How do I exercise and train my foster dog? 
 
Exercising and training your foster dog is fun, necessary, and promotes relationship building. Exercise your 
foster dog with leash walks for a minimum of 30 minutes daily. Leash walks promote bonding and are fun 
for everyone involved. You must have your foster dog on leash at all times when outdoors; off-leash play in 
a dog park, public park, or a backyard is not permitted. Games of indoor fetch, tug, or recall are also great 
ways to exercise your foster dog and burn extra energy. Training your dog in basic obedience and to use 
the crate also tires your foster dog’s body and mind. A tired dog is a happy dog! The SF SPCA has free 
dog training classes for foster parents. 
 
How do I play and interact with my foster cat? 
 
Playing with your foster cat strengthens your bond, promotes healthy exercise, and eases your cat’s 
transition in to your foster home. Play interactive “hunting” games with the array of toys provided. Keep 
your play to short 10-15 minute play sessions a few times a day. 

How do I promote my foster animal for adoption? 

As a Square One Foster Volunteer, you play the most important role in finding your foster animal's new 
home. You are both encouraged and empowered to promote your foster animal and hold meetings with 
potential adopters in your home or nearby location. To find your foster animal's adopter, we recommend 
that you start by networking with friends and family. Often, the best suited matches for foster animals are 
people who are a part of the foster family’s network. Take pictures and videos to post on our blog. You can 
also use social networking to promote your foster animal and ask your friends to help spread the word. SF 
SPCA experts are available to offer guidance and help every step of the way.  
 

How do I get started? 

Complete the Square One Rescue Foster Volunteer application and e-mail it to squareone@sfspca.org or 
call 415-522-3562. We will review your application and contact you to schedule your orientation and 
training. During the orientation you will receive all the necessary information and guidance to set you up for 
successfully fostering an animal in need! 
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